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Abstract: Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV) are proving to be a promising platform design for1

multidisciplinary autonomous operability with a wide range of applications in marine ecology and2

geoscience. Here two novel contributions towards increasing the autonomous navigation capability of3

new AUV prototype (the Guanay II) as a mix between a propelled vehicle and a glider are presented.4

Firstly, a vectorial propulsion system has been designed to provide full vehicle maneuverability in5

both horizontal and vertical planes. Also, two controllers have been designed, based on fuzzy controls,6

to provide the vehicle with autonomous navigation capabilities. Due to the decoupled system7

propriety, the controllers in the horizontal plane have been designed separately from the vertical8

plane. This class of non-linear controller has been used to interpret linguistic laws into different zones9

of functionality. This method provided good performance, used as interpolation between different10

rules or linear controls. Both improvements have been validated through simulations and field tests,11

displaying good performance results. Finally, the conclusion of this work is that the Guanay II AUV12

has a solid controller to perform autonomous navigation and carry out vertical immersions.13

Keywords: Propulsion system; AUV; autonomous vehicle; linear control; Fuzzy control; automatic14

navigation; thruster vectorial control15

1. Introduction16

The ocean interior is invisible to the human eye and comprehension is poor due to the limited17

range of light, making deep-sea operations inaccessible to humans. With respect to the importance18

of the oceans on earth, their habitat and contained communities are significantly under-surveyed in19

time and space [1]. Consequently, our perception of marine ecosystems is fragmented and incomplete.20

Scattered vessel assisted sampling methodologies (i.e. ROVs, AUVs or more classic trawling) do not21

allow changes in communities’ composition (and hence detectable biodiversity) upon species behavior22

and their spatio-temporal modulation (i.e. under the form of massive and rhythmic populational23

displacements [2,3]). Robotic platform developments are therefore increasingly pursued to increase24

the autonomy of monitoring marine environments and their biological components [4–7].25

While autonomy in space and terrestrial robots has seen a significant increase in technological26

research and derived applications, the underwater domain is still mostly operating in a tele-operated27

manner. In this development, Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV) are proving to be a promising28

design for multidisciplinary autonomous operability [8] with a wide range of applications in marine29

ecology and geoscience [9]. Autonomous navigation capability through depths and over and30
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within complex seabed morphologies is a critical aspect for successful missions, but the absence31

of an underwater global positioning system (GPS) has forced the development of acoustic modem32

communicability [10,11].33

Over the last years, different autonomous vehicles have been developed to cover all the necessities34

and requirements for underwater research [12] , which can be grouped into different types of35

classifications. For example, one can try to classify vehicles which have the same type of power36

supply as in [13]. However, an interesting method for AUV classification is through its propulsion37

method, which what influences the design of the model and navigation controls most, Figure 1.38

Figure 1. Underwater vehicles classification

A particular case of AUV is the AUV glider [14, p.407], which uses small changes in its buoyancy39

in conjunction with wings to convert vertical motion to horizontal motion. While this method is40

unsuitable for high maneuverability scenarios, it significantly increases the range and duration of its41

operations, which can be extended from hours to weeks or months, due to its low power consumption.42

Other studies have focused on biomimetic AUVs, which copy propulsion systems directly from the43

animal world [15]. However, the most common and extended propulsion system is through propellers.44

These vehicles use thrusters to realize their movement because they possess high maneuverability45

capabilities and velocity. Therefore, they are usually used for inspection, underwater mapping or46

intervention [16].47

In general, two methods can be found related to vectorial propulsion navigation systems. The48

first one uses fixed thrusters oriented over the vertical plane. This method is the most common and49

can be found in a variate number of vehicles, such as [17]. The second method uses a system that can50

change the angle of the propulsion vector. Some studies have focused on a single thruster design,51

which can be oriented at different directions, where a joint development between MBARI and Bluefin52

Robotics [18] has to be highlighted in this area, among others studies which have used this idea, such53

as [19]. On the other hand, some studies have used different orientable thrusters increasing the AUV’s54

maneuverability (e.g. [20]).55

This paper presents the development and improvement of an AUV, the Guanay II, which is a mix56

between a glider and a propelled vehicle, especially in the area of its navigation control. Most of the57

works about the state of the art [21–23] design the controllers referencing the hydrodynamic model of58

the vehicle when it travels at a specific forward velocity in order to simplify the control design. While59
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this is true for a vehicle that habitually navigates in open sea, variations in velocity can be significant60

in areas near the coast, on the sea floor, or in the interior of ports and canals.61

Some of the works that propose a solution to this problem use techniques based on Lyapunov62

functions [24,25]. These solutions lead to a loss of simplicity of the control laws. Moreover, these63

non-linear techniques do not enjoy the same diffusion and popularity as their linear counterparts.64

An alternative is the work of Silvestre and Pascoal [26], where they design linear controllers65

for different forward velocities, and thereafter use a gain scheduling controller to integrate them.66

Other works focused on using the advantages of Gain Scheduling controllers but applying the fuzzy67

framework to manage them (e.g. [27,28]). However, they use a linguistic interpretation to calculate the68

parameters of the controller, rather than an analytic procedure.69

Finally, in [29] a comparative of the fuzzy controller technique in regard to gaining scheduling70

is presented. They show that fuzzy controllers have similar performances when compared to gain71

scheduling ones. Thus, because fuzzy controllers perform well, in this work the use of type TSK in72

order to manage different linear controllers designed for specific conditions of forward velocity is73

proposed, where its analytic development has also been studied. This approach has also been used74

recently in others papers (e.g. [30]), where the navigation performance was simulated with 6 DOF.75

However, real field tests are also presented here.76

This work, therefore, establishes innovations at the level of hardware and software navigation, to77

potentiate AUV autonomous operability, by adding novel vectorial propulsion insight on across-depth78

navigation and trajectory control. Vectorial propulsion systems are widely used, especially in Remote79

Operated Vehicles (ROVs). However, in AUVs, those methods are, comparatively, less implemented.80

From a trajectory control systems design point of view, advances in the use of methods for motion81

control that rely heavily on fuzzy techniques are presented.82

The following sections are structured as follows: the main architecture of Guanay II is described in83

section 2, where the horizontal and vertical navigation and propulsion systems are presented; section 384

develops the inner and outer loops, describing the control of the thrusters and navigation capabilities85

in the horizontal plane; Finally, in section 4 the results are presented, the outcomes of both simulations86

and field tests trials. To conclude, discussions and conclusions are presented in section 5 and section 6,87

consecutively.88

2. Materials and Methods89

2.1. Guanay II AUV architecture90

The Guanay II AUV (Figure 2) is a vehicle, under permanent development constructed by SARTI91

Research group (www.cdsarti.org) from the Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya (UPC, www.upc.edu).92

This vehicle was initially designed to perform water-column measurements. With high surface stability93

through its fins stabilizers mounted in the hull, the Guanay II can navigate on the sea surface and94

perform vertical immersions to take measurements of different water parameters, such as Conductivity,95

Temperature, and Depth (CTD). The immersion system consists of a piston-engine mechanism varying96

the buoyancy according to remotely enforced schedule (see below), which can take 1.5 liters of sea water.97

The propulsion system consists of one main 300 W nominal power thruster (a Seaeye SI-MCT01-B), and98

two smaller lateral thrusters to control the direction of the vehicle (Seabotix BTD150). These devices99

are controlled by an on-board embedded computer, and communicated with radio frequency modems100

to the user station.101

www.cdsarti.org
www.upc.edu
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Figure 2. The Guanay II AUV [31] docked at SARTI (UPC) harbour facilities. Image taken during field
tests at the Olympic Canal in Castelldefels

Manufactured with fibreglass, the hull of Guanay II was designed to give the maximum stability102

in horizontal navigation. Taking into account that the main part of the vehicle’s mission is navigating103

on the sea surface, the Guanay II incorporates different fins to give the necessary stability to navigate104

through the waves. This is an important difference with respect to other AUV, which are designed to105

navigate mostly underwater.106

On the other hand, to maximize the efficiency, the hull follows the Myring profile [32], which107

allows good performance navigation through the water due to its low drag coefficient. Moreover,108

different blocks of foam can be added to obtain the desired flotation, and by moving the position of109

the ballast system, located at the bottom, the attitude can be adjusted.110

2.2. Mathematical model for autonomous navigation111

A mathematical model for the autonomous navigation capability of Guanay II AUV has been112

elaborated in order to simulate the performance of the vehicle in open loop and to design controllers.113

However, modelling a marine vehicle, which is moving inside a turbulent fluid, is a complex task. In114

general, one can encounter two main difficulties; the selection of the coefficients and secondly their115

calculation. Different studies have been done to solve these problems [33–35].116

The forces and torques that generate the vehicle’s accelerations are represented in an equation,
which gives as a function of the velocity vector v. Figure 3 shows the vehicle coordinates, velocities
and forces. Moreover, the rigid body dynamics must take into account the Coriolis and centrifugal
effects. For simplicity, they are usually calculated in the body frame. Using all of these considerations,
the dynamics of the vehicle can be described as follows , as is proposed in [33]

(MRB + MA)v̇ + (CRB + CA)v + Dnv = τ, (1)

where MRB is the rigid body inertia matrix, CRB is the rigid body Coriolis and centripetal matrix, MA117

and CA represent the added mass matrices, and Dn represent the sum of non-linear damping factors.118

Finally, τ represents the control input vector. All of these matrices depend on several coefficients,119

whose strict definition is the partial derivative of a force or torque that actuates in the vehicle with120

respect to a velocity or an acceleration, and is evaluated at the origin. These parameters can be derived121

mathematically or through field experiments, but no standard method is used.122
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Figure 3. Body frame and NED frame representation of linear velocities [u v w], forces [X Y Z], angular
velocities [p q r], attitude [φ θ ψ], and torque [K M N]

2.3. Horizontal navigation and propulsion system123

In order to simplify the model, the 6 Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) model can be uncoupled into a124

3 DOF, where the Guanay II AUV moves only on the surface: surge, sway and yaw. The movement125

in the other coordinates can be disregarded. This method, known as divide and conquer strategy, is a126

common strategy in this type of problems. In this situation, the velocity vector becomes v = [u v r]T .127

Where u and v represent the body-fixed linear velocity on x-axis (surge) and y-axis (sway) respectively,128

and r represent the body-fixed angular velocity on z-axis (yaw).129

Using this configuration, the control inputs τ consist of a force for surge movement using the
three thrusters, and a torque for yaw movement using the lateral thrusters as follows

τ =

 Propx

0
Torque

 Propx = Xmain + Xl f t + Xrgt

Torque = a f in(Xl f t − Xrgt)
, (2)

where a f in is the distance from the lateral thrusters to the central axis, and Xmain, Xl f t and Xrgt are the130

forces of the main, left and right thrusters, respectively. All these parameters, which will introduce131

boundaries on the vehicle’s performance, have to be considered when designing the navigation control132

(e.g. the maximum velocity or the breaking speed, as well as its turn radius).133

2.4. Vertical navigation and propulsion system134

Vertical immersion capability is ensured by an engine-piston set, able to collect and eject 1.5 liters135

of water, which means that it modifies 1.5 kg of Guanay II density [36]. Although this system has a136

slow dynamic behavior, , typically tens of seconds, it has a very low power consumption, where energy137

is used only at the beginning and end of the immersion. Moreover, because no thrusters are used, this138

method causes low turbulence. Therefore, it is very useful for low power consumption vehicles, such139

as Gliders, and to perform water-column measurements, where no mix between layers is desired.140

Nevertheless, a new thruster vector control system has been designed and implemented to141

increase the Guanay II’s performance and usability. This system can be used to navigate the vehicle142

during an immersion, as in [37]. The proposed system consists of adjusting the angle between the143

lateral thrusters and the hull through actuators. Consequently, the pitch angle of the vehicle can be144

controlled with this modification.145

Similarly as before, the 3 DOF simplified model in the vertical plane can be derived. Where the
velocity vector state v = [u w q]T represents the body-fixed linear velocities on x-axis (surge) and
z-axis (heave), and body-fixed angular velocity on y-axis (pitch), respectively. These velocities are
controlled by the input τ, which contains a force for surge movement using the three thrusters, and a
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torque for pitch movement and heave movement using the lateral thrusters. However, the force of the
lateral thrusters has to be decomposed on its x-axis and z-axis due their rotation movement (Figure 4).
Using this vector movement, the control input τ is defined as

τ =

 Propx

Propz

Torque

 Propx = Xmain + [Xl f t + Xrgt] cos(θ)
Propz = [Xl f t + Xrgt] sin(θ)
Torque = acb[Xl f t + Xrgt] sin(θ)

, (3)

where θ is the angle of the lateral thrusters, and acb is the distance between the lateral thrusters and the146

center of buoyancy of the vehicle.147

Figure 4. Vector decomposition of lateral propulsion vector (left), and the propulsion vector of the
lateral thrusters of Guanay II AUV (right)

The rotation movement is provided by an electric actuator, which is coupled to the thruster148

through a mechanic frame (Figure 5). This new mechanism is capable of providing ±25 degrees of149

movement on Guanay II AUV lateral thrusters.150

Figure 5. Parts of the structure designed to obtain a thruster vector control on the vertical plane

With this new implementation, the Guanay II has now full maneuverability, which allows us to151

control the vehicle in the horizontal and vertical plane.152

3. Automatic navigation control153

Here, only the navigation control in the horizontal plane has been addressed, in order to reduce154

mathematical complexity.155
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3.1. Autonomous navigation development blocks156

In general, the autonomous navigation system is divided into three main layers or subsystems,157

as can be observed in [38,39], where they present the concept of Guidance, Navigation and Control158

Systems (GNC), Figure 6.159

• Guidance system: This is the highest control level of the vehicle during a mission. Usually, it has a160

way-point generator, which establishes the points to cross to accomplish the goal of the mission.161

Moreover, it can incorporate several algorithms such as path planning, obstacle avoidance or162

multi-vehicle collaboration, to improve autonomous maneuverability.163

• Navigation system: this system receives the sensor’s data, used to compute the vehicle’s position,164

velocity, and linear and angular accelerations. Due to the complexity of the underwater165

environment, different methods are used, among which the most common are: acoustic systems,166

such as Ultra-Short Baseline (USBL) and Long Baseline (LBL); dead-reckoning such as Doppler167

Velocity Log (DVL) and Inertial Measurement Units (IMU).168

• Control system: Finally, this system processes information to infer the current state of the vehicle169

and generate an appropriate command to the actuators to reduce the differences between the170

actual and desired trajectories.171

Figure 6. Guidance, Navigation and Control, and the some of the main associated research lines. In
bold, those aspects described in greater details in the paper are reported

The Control system, allows user selection of the way-points as a function of the mission’s goal.172

Moreover, to reduce the complexity of the control, the design in the horizontal plane has been selected.173

This strategy is used because in general, most of the missions are carried out at a constant depth.174

Therefore, the horizontal and vertical controls can be separated without any loss in their performance,175

as it is a decoupled system. Finally, it has to be considered that Guanay II was designed to navigate176

on the sea surface, therefore the main navigation system in this scenario is the GPS. However, this177

development can be used for immersed navigation, where coordination between GPS and other178

underwater navigation systems is required.179

In situations such as navigation in harbours or canals, the variation of the forward velocity180

becomes relevant, and so it is important to be able to vary the controller’s working point to adjust the181

paths to the desired ones. To solve this problem, Silvestre and Pascoal [26] use a set of linear controllers182

adjusted for different forward velocities, and then use a gain scheduling controller to integrate them.183

Here, the same methodology has been followed, but a fuzzy controller has been applied to integrate184

the different linear controllers. The fuzzy controller allows activation zones to be established, which185

can be controlled through fuzzy sets. This method, used as interpolation between different rules or186

linear controls, performs well. In this work the Takagi and Sugeno (TSK)[40] controller is used.187
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Finally, the control system has been divided into two loops: the inner loop and the outer loop.188

The first loop was used for setting the yaw ψ and the forward velocity u, given a reference (ψre f , vre f ),189

and the second loop is responsible for setting the reference for yaw and forward velocity for a given190

path. Figure 20.191

3.2. Inner loop192

A set of linear controls are zonally differentiated, if it can be shown that each control is more193

optimal than the others in a specific zone. For marine vehicles, these zones represent the different194

forward velocities u for which the model is linearized. In this section, a set of zonally differentiated195

controls will be developed to control the vehicle yaw angle at different forward velocities.196

3.2.1. Linear controllers197

The first step towards designing a linear control is the transfer function of the system, for both the198

yaw and forward velocity of the vehicle.199

For the transfer function of the yaw, the angle ψ can be calculated with the angular velocity r
through a rotation matrix to change from body to North East Down (NED) frame using the Euler
angles. On the other hand, the mathematical model of the vehicle defines the relation between the
angular velocity and the torque applied by the thrusters. Here, the mathematical model development
is not presented, which is presented in [35]. Therefore, only the final equation is used. Finally, by
applying Laplace transform the following equation, describing the transfer function of the yaw with
respect to the torque can be obtained.

Gψ(s)
u0

=
ψ(s)

Torque(s)
=

mus−Yu

As3 + Bs2 + Cs
, (4)

where the sub index u0 represents the velocity at which the model is linearized.200

Concerning the second aspect, the zonally differentiated controllers for yaw, the main idea of a201

control is to bring the error between a reference ψre f and its present value ψ to zero, using a controller202

that actuates on the lateral thrusters. The general block diagram can be observed in Figure 7.203

Figure 7. Block diagram of the closed loop system for the yaw control

Therefore, the transfer function of the yaw with respect to the reference, Hψ(s), can be calculated
as

Hψ(s) =
ψ(s)

ψre f (s)
=

C(s)Gψ(s)
1 + C(s)Gψ(s)

. (5)

After different simulations [35], it was concluded that the optimal controllers for 0.3 m/s and 2
m/s were: a Proportional-Derivative (PD) control for 0.3 m/s and a Proportional (P) control for 2 m/s,
CPD0.3(s) and CP2.0(s) respectively. These controllers have the following equation

CP(s)
u0

= k, (6)

CPD(s)
u0

= kds + dp. (7)
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Solving these controllers with the transfer function Hψ(s) and the linearization velocities, the
following equations have been obtained

CP(s)
2.0 = 1043.8723, (8)

CPD(s)
0.3 = 408.8266(s + 0.8039). (9)

When the vehicle travels at 0.3 m/s the CPD0.3(s) moves the two poles to -1, whereas CP2.0(s)204

move them to −0.4± 1.8i. In this case, the benefits of the first controller are clear. However, when the205

vehicle travels at 2 m/s the first controller moves the dominant pole to -0.3 and the second controller206

moves the two poles to -1. In this case the benefits are observed on the second controller. This behavior207

can be observed in Figure 8.208

Figure 8. Root locus for Gψ0.3(s) and Gψ2.0(s), and pole displacement using controllers CPD0.3(s) and
CP2.0(s)

On the other hand, the step response of both controllers can be observed. In this case, for the first209

linearization, the CPD0.3(s) controller yields a better performance than theCP2.0(s) controller, which210

has an underdamped and slow response. Nevertheless, this performance is inverted in the second211

linearization, where the CP2.0(s) has the fastest response, as can be observed in Figure 9. To conclude,212

one can say that these sets of controllers are zonally differentiated.213

Figure 9. Step response of the systems Gψ0.3(s) and Gψ2.0(s) using the controllers CPD0.3(s) and
CP2.0(s) in a feedback loop. The two time scales are different for a better response appreciation between
controllers at different velocities
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Then, the transfer function of the forward velocity has also been obtained with the vehicle’s
mathematical model. The final expression (whose intermediates have already been described in [35])
can be expressed as

Gu(s)
u0

=
u(s)

Prop(s)
=

1
mus− 2|u0|X|u|u − Xu

, (10)

where the sub index u0 represents the velocity at which the model is linearized. On this transfer214

function it can be observed that there is only one pole, as a main difference with respect to the previous215

one.216

Finally, for the forward velocity control, The controller T(s) actuates on the main thruster to bring217

the error between the reference velocity, ure f , and the actual velocity u to zero. The block diagram is218

shown in Figure 10.219

Figure 10. Block diagram of the closed loop system for the velocity control

And the transfer function of the velocity with respect to the reference, denoted by Hu(s), can be
calculated as

Hu(s) =
u(s)

ure f (s)
=

T(s)Gu(s)
1 + T(s)Gu(s)

. (11)

In this case, the Proportional-Integral (PI) controller is a good option to guarantee zero error in
the steady state for a step response. The PI adds an integrator, which implies a root locus with two
poles and one zero, which has the following notation

TPI(s)
u0

=
kps + ki

s
. (12)

This structure is similar to the disposition obtained in the yaw control using a PD controller.
Therefore, a similar design process has been used, linearizing two controllers at 0.3 m/s and 2 m/s
respectively, obtaining

TPI(s)
0.3 =

337.6657(s + 0.2200)
s

, (13)

TPI(s)
2.0 =

327.7492(s + 1.0820)
s

. (14)

At minimum speed, the TPI0.3(s) moves the poles to -0.35, whereas the TPI2.0(s) moves the poles220

to −0.34± 0.68i. The real poles represent a better option than the conjugated poles. On the other hand,221

at maximum speed, the TPI0.3(s)) moves the domain pole to -0.08, which is very near the imaginary222

axis, and the TPI2.0(s) moves the poles to -1.4, which guarantees fast response. This behavior can be223

observed in Figure 11.224
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Figure 11. Root locus for Gu0.3(s) and Gu2.0(s), and pole displacement using controllers TPI0.3(s) and
TPI2.0(s)

Finally, if one looks at the step response of these controllers, a similar performance to that obtained225

on the yaw control, will be observed. In Figure 12, the first control has a faster response with a small226

overshoot for 0.3 m/s, but a worse response at 2 m/s. And the second control has the opposite227

performance.228

Figure 12. Step response of the systems Gu0.3(s) and Gu2.0(s) using the controllers TPI0.3(s) and
TPI2.0(s) in a feedback loop. The two time scales are different for a better response appreciation
between controllers at different velocities

3.2.2. Fuzzy controller229

The section above has shown the importance of using different controllers to control the velocity230

and yaw of the vehicle, depending on its forward velocity. The fuzzy control is a good method to231

perform this action, which can be used as an interpolating controller using a reasoning rule base to232

estimate the required control signal. In this paper, two types of controllers are presented, C(u)
Fuzzy1 and233

C(ψ)
Fuzzy1, as it is shown in Figure 13.234
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Figure 13. Fuzzy control - velocity and yaw control regarding the forward velocity u

The first controller C(u)
Fuzzy1 is used to control the propulsion of the vehicle to reach the desired235

velocity. In this case, the parameters of linear control T(s) are dynamically modified by a fuzzy block,236

using the two zonally differentiated linearizations at 0.3 m/s and 2 m/s.237

The second controller C(ψ)
Fuzzy1 is used to modulate the torque of the vehicle, to reach the correct238

yaw. Similarly, the parameters of C(s) are dynamically modified by a fuzzy block, also using also the239

two zonally differentiated linearizations at 0.3 m/s and 2 m/s.240

Some advantages of using these controllers were presented in previous work [41], and can be241

observed in Figure 14a for yaw control and in Figure 14b for velocity control. The fuzzy control242

combines the good performance of both controllers at low and high velocities, which yields a fast and243

small overshot response, as can be observed.244

Figure 14. Comparative of the step response for the yaw (a) and forward velocity (b) using the fuzzy
controller (discontinuous blue line) and linear controllers (green and red lines). The time scales are
different for a better response appreciation between controllers at different velocities
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However, in these simulations, the constraints of the vehicle have not been taken into account,245

especially for yaw control. For example, to accomplish the turn in the simulated time, torque values up246

to 3.000 Nm, would be necessary, and these are impossible to reach with our present mechanical assets.247

3.2.3. Constraints problems for yaw control248

The Guanay II has two main constraints: a torque limit of 28 Nm and attitude sensing noise of249

±5.84 degrees. The torque limit is due to the thrusters used to change the yaw and its position in250

the vehicle. And the attitude noise, which must be considered, is mostly due to the waves, when the251

vehicle is navigating on the sea surface.252

Two main drawbacks are observed when these constraints are introduced in the simulations. The253

first one is when the torque limit is added, Figure 16b and 16e. This constraint is derived from the254

physical characteristics of Guanay II, which has been taken into consideration in its mathematical255

model. Moreover, its performance has also been studied in field tests conducted previously [42]. The256

relationship between forward velocity and turn radius is shown in Figure 15. The main advantage257

of using a vectorial propulsion system is that the vehicle is able to turn over on its own axis when258

the forward velocity is low. On the other hand, if higher velocities are desired, the turn radius must259

increase. Consequently, in this case, the time needed to reach the desired yaw is lower, and no260

differentiation between controllers is appreciated. Therefore, the advantages of a fuzzy controller is261

not observed.262

Figure 15. Maximum forward velocity u regarding the radius of curvature

The second drawback is when the yaw noise is added, Figure 16c and 16f. Where the torque263

required is alternatively saturated in both ways. This means that the thrusters will be continuously264

switching between their maximum and minimum, producing obvious damage. This problem is due to265

the derivative action of the controller, which amplifies the noise.266
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Figure 16. Torque comparative of the step response for the yaw using different controllers when the
vehicle is navigating at 1 m/s. Subplots (a) and (b)represent the torque and yaw response without
constraints. Subplots (b) and (e) show the response with physical constraints. Finally, subplots (c) and
(f) show the response with physical and noise constraints

As these problems are , another approach to control the yaw is proposed, CFuzzy2, which consists267

of using the yaw error as input of the fuzzy controller instead of the velocity. Its block diagram is268

shown in Figure 17.269

Figure 17. Fuzzy control regarding the yaw error

The idea is to use a proportional controller with big gain when the error is big, and a small gain
when the error is small. With this action, the controller will saturate only with large yaw errors, and
not in small yaw errors, avoiding the fast switching. Considering the noise value of ±5.84 degrees (or
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±0.102 rad) and the maximum torque for yaw errors of 2o, 10o and 20o equal to 2.8 Nm, 4.2 Nm and
11.2 Nm, the following proportional controllers are obtained

C(s) = kp1 =
Torque

eψ
=

2.8
0.102

= 27.45, (15)

C(s) = kp2 =
Torque

eψ
=

4.2
0.102

= 41.18, (16)

C(s) = kp3 =
Torque

eψ
=

16.8
0.102

= 164.7. (17)

The fuzzy control described above was used to choose the correct control for each scenario; the270

design aspects were not described. However, here the fuzzy control is used to interpret the desired271

value and so the design aspects selected for the fuzzification and inference methods were: defining272

’low’, ’medium’, and ’high’ error as linguistic terms to control the yaw in a fuzzy way, for 2o, 10o, and273

20o, obtaining the fuzzy set as follows, using triangular memberships,274

µl(eψ) =


1 if eψ < 2o

10−eψ

8 if 2o ≤ eψ ≥ 10o

0 if eψ > 10o

, (18)

µm(eψ) =


0 if eψ < 2o

eψ−2
8 if 2o ≤ eψ ≥ 10o

20−eψ

10 if 10o ≤ eψ ≥ 20o

0 if eψ > 20o

, (19)

µh(eψ) =


0 if eψ < 2o

eψ−10
10 if 2o ≤ eψ ≥ 10o

1 if eψ > 10o

, (20)

which can be graphically represented as is shown in Figure 18.275

Figure 18. Yaw error fuzzy set. Membership functions µl , µm and µh

The linguistic rules to control the yaw using this error as input are

R1 : if |eψ| is µl thenC(s) is kp1,

R2 : if |eψ| is µm then C(s) is kp2,

R3 : if |eψ| is µh then C(s) is kp3.

(21)
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For the output, a type-1 TSK fuzzy controller is used, which uses crisp functions instead of
linguistic terms. To use it, a different weight for each yaw error has been calculated, obtaining the
following equations

αψ1 = µl(eψ),

αψ2 = µm(eψ),

αψ3 = µh(eψ),

(22)

γψ =
αψ1kp1 + αψ2kp2 + αψ3kp3

αψ1 + αψ2 + αψ3
. (23)

3.3. Outer loop276

In the above section different controls for the inner loop have been presented, which control the277

forward velocity and yaw of the vehicle. In this section the pure pursuit approaches to design the278

outer loop is presented.279

3.3.1. Pure pursuit280

The design of Guanay II implies that the turn velocity is highly dependent on the forward velocity281

because if the vehicle moves at high speed the power to turn is low, but high, if the velocity is low.282

Therefore, in this section a method using fuzzy controllers is proposed, which will reduce the velocity283

of the Guanay II with respect to three parameters: the yaw error eψ, the distance to the way-point d,284

and the angle that the vehicle has to point to after it reaches the way-point ψre f 2, this idea is shown on285

Figure 19.286

Figure 19. Pure pursuit - Fuzzy control

The yaw reference is calculated through the current position of the vehicle p = [x, y]T and the
position of the way-point to reach, denoted as pk, as

ψre f = tan−1
(

yk − y
xk − x

)
, (24)

and the yaw reference after reaching the way-point is

ψre f 2 = tan−1(pk+1 − pk) = tan−1
(

yk+1 − yk
xk+1 − xk

)
, (25)

which yield with a yaw error after reaching the way-point equal to

eψ2 = ψre f 2 − ψre f . (26)
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On the other hand, the distance between the position of the vehicle and the way-point can be
calculated as

d =
√

eT
xy · exy =

√
(xk − x)2 + (yk − y)2. (27)

This control is represented in the block diagram which is shown in Figure 20.287

Figure 20. Outer loop - pure pursuit using a fuzzy controller.

Finally, the calculation of ure f is defined using a type-1 TSK fuzzy controller, which has the288

following values and membership functions used for the Fuzzification, represented in Figure 21. The289

rules are composed using a combination of these variables and summarized in Table 1, where um is the290

velocity of the mission.291

Figure 21. Membership functions of the fuzzy set of the outer loop
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Table 1. The control rules for the velocity reference

Rule |eψ| d |eψ2| ure f

R1 small small small 0.8um
R2 small small big 0.2um
R3 big small - 0
R4 small big - um
R5 big big - 0.3um

These rules give us the following weights

α1 =min{µ1l(eψ), µ2l(ed), µ3l(eψ2)}
α2 =min{µ1l(eψ), µ2l(ed), µ3l(eψ2)}
α3 =min{µ1h(eψ), µ2l(ed)}
α4 =min{µ1l(eψ), µ2h(ed)}
α5 =min{µ1h(eψ), µ2h(ed)}.

(28)

And finally, using the crisp function of the TSK controller, the velocity reference is

ure f =
0.8α1 + 0.2α2 + α4 + 0.3α5

5

∑
m=1

αm

um. (29)

4. Results292

First of all, the results obtained with the vertical navigation and propulsion system explained in293

section 2 are presented. Finally, the results of the automatic navigation control in the horizontal plane294

are presented, which is explained in section 3. In both cases, simulations and field tests have been295

carried out.296

4.1. Vertical navigation results297

With the new thruster vector control system designed, the Guanay II has now full maneuverability,298

which allows us to control the vehicle in the horizontal and vertical plane. Its performance was299

simulated using the vehicle’s mathematical model explained above (see equations (1) and (3)), whose300

values for the vertical plane obtained the results presented in Figure 22. In this simulation, the strong301

influence that the initial buoyancy has on the system is shown. Whereas with high positive buoyancy,302

the thrusters cannot submerge the vehicle, the vehicle cannot be brought back to the surface without a303

positive buoyancy.304
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Figure 22. Vehicle’s vertical plane trajectory simulation with different buoyancy configuration, using
the lateral thrusters at +25 and −25 degrees of inclination. This simulation shows that if the vehicle
has a low buoyancy, the thrusters may not have enough force to bring the vehicle back to the surface.
Therefore, careful buoyancy adjustment is mandatory before each mission

Finally, field tests have been conducted to compare and validate the simulations. Different305

immersions with different types of buoyancy levels, thruster force, and thruster angles have been306

used to observe its performance, validating this method to control the depth of the Guanay II vehicle307

during an immersion trajectory. Figure 23 shows a comparison between a simulation and a real vehicle308

performance as an example.309

Figure 23. Vehicle’s vertical plane trajectory performance comparison between simulation and field
test

Some small deviations between the simulation and the field test are observed. These can be310

caused by a difference between the adjustment of the model coefficients and the final configuration of311

the AUV, such as its buoyancy position, or the real inclination of the lateral thrusters during the test.312

4.2. Horizontal navigation results313

Here the final results of both inner and outer loop controllers, are presented.314

4.2.1. Inner loop simulations using fuzzy controller315

After different simulations, it is concluded that a large gain helps to achieve a specific angle faster,316

but in contrast a low gain helps to reduce the switching torque on the thrusters. Therefore, the fuzzy317

controller is presented as an interpolation between them regarding the yaw error. The simulation318

result can be observed in Figure 24, where its performance can be observed, and compared with the319

results presented in the previous section, (see Figure 16).320
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Figure 24. Step response of the yaw and torque using fuzzy controller

Finally, Table 2 resumes the performance of CFuzzy2 compared to the other proportional controllers.321

Table 2. Comparative of the settling time and noise in the torque using the fuzzy controller and
proportional controllers

Controller Settling time [s] Stdev in torque [Nm]
0.3m/s 1m/s 0.3m/s 0.3m/s

kp1 29.9 98.0 2.9 3.0
kp2 19.3 65.3 4.3 4.1
kp3 11.1 30.3 16.4 14.5

CFuzzy2 12.2 47.5 3.6 4.9

4.2.2. Outer loop simulations using fuzzy controllers322

For these simulations three mission velocities have been chosen, 0.3 m/s, 0.6 m/s and 1 m/s. and323

for the inner loop the C(u)
Fuzzy1 and CFuzzy2 have been used to control the velocity and yaw respectively.324

Figure 25 shows the response of the vehicle and the way in which the fuzzy controller reduces the325

velocity of the vehicle when it is near a way-point, can be observed, maintaining a good performance326

for all the velocities. This performance can be shown, especially at higher velocities.327
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Figure 25. (A) Responses using the pure pursuit regarding the radius of curvature. (B) Responses using
pure pursuit with fuzzy controller

4.2.3. Field tests328

To validate the results obtained through simulations, different field tests have been carried out on329

both, open sea around OBSEA underwater cabled observatory area (www.obsea.es) [43], and in calm330

waters. The results presented here were taken in the Olympic Canal of Catalonia, which is both very331

calm and large. For these simulations, the C(u)
Fuzzy1 controls have been used in the inner loop to control332

the velocity, and the pure pursuit with a fuzzy control as the outer loop.333

For example, Figure 26 shows a field test with a mission velocity equal to 0.6 m/s, using three334

types of controller to control the yaw: two proportional controllers, kp1 and kp3; and the fuzzy control335

CFuzzy2. For both kp1 and CFuzzy2 the thrusters were not saturated by the control action. Moreover, the336

CFuzzy2 achieves the yaw reference more quickly than the other controllers.337

This dynamic could also be observed in Figure 27, where the path of the field test was designed338

with more distance between way-points, and with a mission velocity equal to 1 m/s. This can be339

observed on XY and yaw chart.340

www.obsea.es
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Figure 26. Field tests. Outer loop fuzzy control. Comparative of CFuzzy2 with proportional controllers.
Path 1. u = 0.6m/s
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Figure 27. Field tests. Outer loop fuzzy control. Comparative of CFuzzy2 with proportional controllers.
Path 2. u = 1m/s
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5. Discussion341

Increasingly, robotic solutions replace routine jobs on land, in space and in the sea, with industry342

[44]. In particular, due to the high operational costs and the limited human accessibility to the marine343

environment, the potential of autonomous robotic actions is even higher than on land. The aim of this344

paper was to study and develop a new robotized vehicle as a platform in support of applications in345

marine, geosciences, ecology, and archeology, which have been increasingly relying on mechatronic346

solutions for at-sea operations in the past 30 years [5]. Here, innovations at the level of hardware347

and software have been established , to potentiate AUV autonomous operability, by adding novel348

mechatronic insight on across-depth navigation and trajectory control. The study, implementation,349

and then test of a specific AUV configuration in a real environment have been carried out, which350

includes, but is not limited to, the installation of thrusters. At the same time, the control issues351

of these kind of vehicles have been addressed, where comparisons between different navigation352

systems were carried out through both simulations and field tests. From a control systems design353

point of view, this work advanced in the use of methods for motion control that rely heavily on fuzzy354

techniques. Taken together, those advancements would contribute to expand the use of AUV versatile355

platforms within the framework of fast growing permanent marine ecological monitoring networks356

combining fixed and mobile robotic platform designs, that are being deployed to monitor ecologically357

or industrial-extractive relevant continental margin and abyssal areas [45] .In this context, our solutions358

propose a step forward toward the AUV autonomy that will eventually lead to an in situ docking at359

pelagic or benthic fixed nodes.360

Vectorial propulsion systems are widely used, especially in Remote Operated Vehicles (ROVs).361

However, in AUVs, those methods are comparatively less implemented. In our study, a clear example362

for that situation has been described, since our vehicle, was potentiated with thruster solutions, which363

were not commercially available at standard level. Whereas vectorial propulsion systems are not new364

(see some other solutions as an examples in [46,47]), each vehicle has its own design and characteristics365

constraints, which have to be carefully taken into consideration prior to customization planning.366

Therefore, low-cost, off the shelf components that had to be adapted to our design have been bought;367

i.e. to obtain a thruster vector control on the vertical plane, which allows us to adjust the angle between368

the lateral thrusters and the hull through actuators installed on the rear fins.369

From the point of view of the control systems design, the paper presents novel advancements370

about methods for motion that chiefly rely on fuzzy control techniques through simulations, but also371

field tests, as a main difference with respect to previously published papers, e.g. [30]. This work clearly372

showed how the developed algorithms were efficient in enhancing the motion control capabilities.373

Whereas the navigation control strategy used an already known approach (i.e. the pure-pursuit; see374

as an example [48]), the implemented methodology through diffuse technics is entirely new and375

specifically described in our script.376

Most of the works about control systems implement the controllers, using the vehicle377

hydrodynamic model at specific forward velocity to simplify the design [21–23]. Whereas this is378

correct for vehicles that usually navigate in open seas, where velocity is mainly constant, this method379

should not be used in other scenarios, such as in the interior of harbors and canals. In these situations,380

the variation of the forward velocity becomes relevant, and it is then important to be able to vary381

the controller’s working point to adjust the paths to the desired ones. Some authors have designed382

a two-step control approach [49], which switches between two controls designed for ’high’ and383

’low’ velocities. However, the decision to change between one controller to the other one is not384

trivial. To solve this problem, Silvestre and Pascoal [26] use a set of linear controllers adjusted for385

different forward velocities, and then use a gain scheduling controller to integrate them. Here, the386

same methodology has been followed, but innovatively applying a fuzzy controller, to integrate the387

different linear controllers. The fuzzy controller allows activation zones to be established, which can388

be controlled through fuzzy sets. This method showed good navigation performance, and was used as389
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interpolation between different rules or linear controls. This approach has also been used recently in390

other papers (e.g. [30]), where the navigation performance was simulated with 6 DOF.391

Here, two controllers have been designed to provide autonomous navigation capabilities : one392

for the inner loop (dynamic), which is in charge of controlling the thrusters to reach a reference yaw393

and forward velocity ; the other for the outer loop (kinematic), which is in charge of generating the394

yaw and forward velocity references, according to the way-points and the vehicle’s current state.395

With respect to the inner loop, two solutions have been presented for velocity and yaw control based396

on type-1 TSK fuzzy controller. These controllers were used to manage, at a higher level, different397

linear controllers designed for specific scenarios, such as different forward velocities. The inner loop398

developed to control the vehicle’s velocity and yaw, results from a vehicle’s linear model in sections399

obtained from its non-linear model, where the vehicle’s structural characteristics have to be taken400

into account. When linear controllers (i.e. PID) are used, diffuse technics were implemented to401

provide the adaptive navigation capability. On the other hand, a detailed study, development, and402

identification of a dynamic model was required to take into account the hydrodynamic effects and403

propeller characteristics which have also been presented.404

With respect to the outer loop, we have presented a solution for pure pursuit navigation, where405

the radius of curvature of the vehicle is taken into account while trying at the same time to preserve406

the forward velocity, using also a type-1 TSK fuzzy controller. The main advantage of this class of407

non-linear controller, in front of others such as gain-scheduled [26,50], is that it is based on the zonal408

capacity of the linguistics law. This allows us to adjust the theoretical laws into specific zones, and409

interpret those laws as a function of their different zones. This performance is in contrast to the classic410

or digital logic one, which operates with discrete values. Moreover, this kind of zonal controllers will411

allow us to include future laws on the vertical plane as an extra zone of functionality.412

6. Conclusions413

This paper presents a new thruster vector control system which allows depth navigation control.414

This system was implemented on Guanay II AUV, and has been evaluated and tested through different415

simulations and field tests, which demonstrate the performance of this system and its capability to be416

used as a vectorial navigation system.417

Moreover, a complete study on automatic navigation control has been presented, where two418

fuzzy controllers have developed to solve non-linear properties in both inner and outer loop controls.419

For example, the presence of noise on the yaw measurements, which introduced fast switching into420

thrusters control. And a fuzzy control based on distance and angle error to the next way-points to421

control the vehicle’s velocity, which yields greater accuracy on the trajectory of the vehicle.422

All these considerations are shown on the field tests, where two comparative mission velocities423

(i.e. 0.6m/s and 1m/s; see Figure 26 and 27) types of trajectories are represented. In both cases the424

forced turn performances (to go to the next waypoint) were greatly increased. This occurred because425

the forward velocity was reduced when the vehicle reached a waypoint. With respect to the power used426

by the thrusters, it can be observed that both kp1 and CFuzzy2 controls did not saturate the thrusters.427

Moreover, the simulated trajectory using CFuzzy2, was very similar to the experimental one.428

However, the trajectories south-north and west-east had a small deviation during the kp3 and the429

CFuzzy2 tests (see Figure 27), probably, due to a compass misalignment, or to the increase of the sea430

currents in the test canal because of changes in the weather conditions.431

On the other hand, the depth navigation performance is shown in Figure 22 and 23, where the432

influence of the vehicle buoyancy is observed and which should be taken carefully into consideration433

before each mission.434

Finally, a controller method for the vertical plane, and its modelling in conjunction with the435

horizontal plane, to allow more complex trajectories in 3D, should be addressed as a future work, as436

well as the implementation of other controller techniques, such as path following, which would allow437

the vehicle to follow a specific path instead of simple way-points.438
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